A system for recording and playing sound messages to be applied for the indication of a status in a hearing aid (25), said system comprising a fitted hearing aid and recording means (1, 2, 3) adapted for being operated by the hearing aid user to record and save sound messages. The system also comprises editing means (11) for editing a group of sound messages with respect to sound level normalization between individual sound messages, and formatting means (12) adapted for formatting said sound messages into a format suitable for storing and playing in the hearing aid. The invention further provides a method for recording and playing sound messages.
Sound message recording system for a hearing aid

The present invention relates to hearing aids and to methods of applying hearing aids. The invention more specifically concerns a system for recording and playing sound messages to be applied for sound messages in a hearing aid, said system comprising a hearing aid which has been fitted according to the hearing loss of an individual hearing aid user, said hearing aid comprising means for providing the hearing aid user with sound messages as an indication on a status of the hearing aid, said hearing aid further comprising a database of sound messages adapted for storage of specific sound messages suitable for indicating said status, said system further comprising recording means adapted such that the hearing aid user can record and save sound messages at his/hers own choice. The invention also relates to a method for recording and playing sound messages.

Hearing aids comprise a number of different parameters which are adjusted by an audiologist, or the hearing aid fitter, to the needs of the individual hearing aid user before the hearing aid user starts using the hearing aid. This adjustment is based on a measured audiogram for the hearing aid user. The audiogram provides information on the hearing loss in specific frequency ranges. The parameters are on one hand a number of basic parameters for adapting the hearing aid to the specific hearing loss of the hearing aid user, e.g. the amplification in different frequency bands and the compression. On the other hand more complex features may need adjustment or may be activated or deactivated, e.g. the feedback cancellation, the directional characteristic, transposing higher frequencies to a lower frequency range, noise reduction functions, choice of input source etc. These parameters are often adjusted to different types of listening situations relevant to the individual hearing aid user.

Typically a number of programs are defined for a hearing aid. These programs comprise preselected settings of all parameters in order to optimize the listening situation in specific sound environments. These programs are set up
in order to improve the listening situation in different situations, e.g. car driving, listening to music, meeting etc. The hearing aid user can then select the appropriate program in a given sound environment. The hearing aid may also be provided with features for automatic program selection, as described in WO-A1-2007/045253, based on an analysis of the sound environment. Such automatic program selection may have been adapted to the needs of the hearing aid user during fitting of the hearing aid. Also, the hearing aid user will have the possibility of overruling such a selection.

It is known in the art to apply a remote control for adjusting different parameters or for selecting between the possible programs in the hearing aid. It is a wish to keep the remote control as simple and small as possible. In order for the user to be certain to have selected the program wanted for a specific listening situation, some feedback confirming the selected program or status is important. Also feedback on the status of other parameters or conditions of the hearing aid is necessary. This could be service announcements, such as battery status, the volume setting, confirmation on user selections or changes, input sources e.g. microphone, telecoil or streaming of music.

Such feedback might be given as a characteristic sound through the receiver in the hearing aid. This is described in US 5524150. A problem is, however, that the need for different sound information given through the receiver is increasing with the increasing number of features in modern hearing aids. Therefore, the need for different sound messages may easily be in the range 20 - 30 or more.

EP-A1-1841284 discloses a hearing aid where the user may record individualized messages.

A system for language translation by application of a hearing aid is described in US 6157727, where processing of recorded speech is also described.
The problem is that the sound messages preferably should be relatively short in order not to take up too much memory capacity in the hearing aid, and also in order not to disturb the hearing of the hearing aid user more than necessary since a sound message will interfere with e.g. speaking in the surroundings which the user may want to hear. Therefore, it will often be a problem for the hearing aid user to remember the meaning of a number of different sound messages, especially if the hearing aid user is an elder person with some degree of reduced memory capability.

When the hearing aid user records a number of sound messages another problem is that these messages will end up being very inhomogeneous concerning quality, length and loudness.

It is an object of the present invention to overcome the above problems. This is achieved by providing a system for recording sound messages comprising editing means for editing a group of sound messages with respect to sound level normalization between individual sound messages, comprising formatting means adapted for formatting said sound messages into a format suitable for storing and playing in the hearing aid, and comprising storing means for storing said formatted sound message into a message database or storage of the hearing aid.

The advantage of this system is that the hearing aid user can decide on a sound message which will be easy to remember. The sound messages selected by the user will, due to the group wise editing, end up at the same sound level, which is important for the comfort of the hearing aid user.

In a further embodiment of the invention the recording means are arranged external to the hearing aid. In an embodiment, the hearing aid user's computer equipped with a microphone is applied. The messages can then easily be stored and processed in the computer. This embodiment also facilitates easy
application of files stored in a computer or another medium as sound messages.

In another embodiment the recording means are arranged in the hearing aid. This facilitates that either all components of the system are comprised in the hearing aid, or, that the hearing aid together with another component, such as a remote control for the hearing aid or a computer, comprise all components of the system. In such an embodiment it could be a possibility to have also a microphone in the remote control for the recording of the sound messages.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the editing means are adapted for removing part of the start and end of each sound message e.g. when the detected sound level is below a given level or when a signal zero crossing or a transient is detected. This will save memory space.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the editing means are adapted for editing each of the sound messages according to the specific hearing loss of the hearing aid user. This ensures that the sound messages will be clear and audible to the user.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the editing means are adapted for removing noise in each of the sound messages, which also makes the messages clear and audible.

The invention further provides a method for recording and playing sound messages to be applied for the status or for the indication of selected program settings in a hearing aid, said method being adapted for use with a hearing aid as an indication on a status of the hearing aid, said hearing aid further comprising a database of sound messages with specific sound messages suitable for indicating said status. The method may also be adapted for use with a hearing aid comprising a number of program settings selectable by the hearing aid user, each program setting being adapted to optimize the listening
situation in a specific sound environment. The method may further be adapted for use with a hearing aid comprising a database of sound messages with specific sound messages suitable for indicating a selection of specific program settings. The method comprises a step of recording and saving sound messages at the hearing aid users own choice, a step of editing a group of sound messages with respect to sound level normalization between individual sound messages, a step of formatting said sound messages into a format suitable for storing and playing in the hearing aid, a step of storing said formatted sound message into a message database of the hearing aid, and a step of loading and playing the sound message on request.

In a preferred embodiment of this method the sound messages are transferred to the computer of a hearing aid fitter in order for the fitter to control and, if necessary, adjust the sound messages to the specific needs of the hearing aid user. The transfer of sound messages may be performed via the internet, which may provide a fast implementation of new sound messages into the hearing aid. Preferably, the hearing aid fitter will load the sound messages into the hearing aid via the internet after controlling or adjusting the messages.

Embodiments of the invention will now be explained in further detail with reference to the figures.

Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of an example system according to the invention.

Figure 2 illustrates a system in which the encoded sound messages are transferred to the fitter software.

Figure 3 illustrates an embodiment where the system is divided between a computer and the hearing aid.
Figure 4 illustrates an embodiment where the system is divided between a remote control and the hearing aid.

Figure 5 a set-up of the hearing aid where sound messages are edited according to the actual audiogram of the hearing aid user.

It is seen from figure 1 that the sounds to be applied for a sound message may be recorded from either a microphone 1 or may be picked among any kind of sounds stored in a computer file 2 or on another type of media 3 such as a CD or DVD. The recorded sound is often stored in a wav (wave) file, a standard file format for storing an audio bit stream on a computer. This file will often comprise the sound as uncompressed audio in the pulse-code modulation (PCM) format. The wav file may however also be compressed. This stored file can be played by the hearing aid user in order to check if he/she is satisfied with the recorded sound, or if a new recording of sound should replace the first one. If the microphone 1 or other means for recording sounds 2, 3 are connected to or integrated in a computer the loudspeaker of the computer may be applied for the purpose. The recorded sound could also be transmitted wirelessly or wired to the hearing aid in order to be tested by playing through the receiver of the hearing aid. The sound message could also be streamed from the computer to the hearing aid.

One example of a computer file applied as sound message is a sound message made by speech synthesis software. The hearing aid user may write the sound message at the computer keyboard in the form of one or more words. Some speech synthesis software could generate a spoken sound message from the written words and save the message in a file. Speech synthesis in connection with hearing aids is disclosed in general in JP-U-H2-53699.

When two or more sounds satisfying the wishes of the user have been recorded and stored 10, some editing 11, or preprocessing, of the stored
sounds will be performed. This editing will often comprise noise reduction, such as removing or reducing the level of acoustic noise, removing the 50 or 60 hertz frequency noise from the AC mains, and removing or reducing noise from the microphone applied for the recording of some or all sound messages. Especially low quality microphones may introduce noise, e.g. due to nonlineahties in the frequency response. Standard algorithms are preferably used for the noise reduction.

The editing may also comprise an automatic truncation or trimming in the length of the sound messages. This truncation is used for reducing the necessary memory for the storage of the sound messages. The truncation is done in the beginning and in the end of each sound message, where there will often be a short duration of time in which recording, e.g. through a microphone, has been performed without any sound having been provided. This is due to the fact that most people when recording a message, e.g. spoken by themselves, will turn on the microphone, then wait half a second or a whole second before speaking, and, once the message has been uttered, wait another half second before turning off the microphone.

Such automatic cutting away in the beginning and in the end of each sound message is preferably based on either a predefined sound level threshold, or on a sound level threshold calculated from either each sound message or from the group of sound messages. This means that the initial part of the sound message, until the sound level threshold has been reached, is removed. Also, in the end of the sound message, the final part, following the last time the sound level falls below the threshold, is removed. However, if the sound level falls below the sound level threshold during the sound message, e.g. between two words, no cutting is in general performed. Specific speech detection algorithms may be applied for detecting superfluous parts of a sound message.

Another way to reduce the necessary memory for the storage of sound messages is to store words appearing in several sound messages only once,
and then retrieving the same stored word as often as needed. This will save memory, but it may be difficult to make an automated editing of the sound messages without input to the system about in which different sound messages a word spoken once has been applied.

The editing of the sound messages will comprise adjusting the volume of each sound message in relation to the other recorded sound messages, in order to achieve that the whole group of sound messages is at the same volume level. Different methods may be applied for achieving equivalent volume levels, i.e. sound level normalization, of all sound messages in a group of sound messages. One method could be to adjust the maximum values of the different sound messages to the same level, and adjust the sound level of each message accordingly.

Another method for sound level normalization is to apply the root mean square (RMS) value of each sound message, and to adjust the sound levels of the individual sound messages in the group to equivalent RMS values.

A third method for sound level normalization is to apply a model for human perception of sound levels. Such a model could be based on loudness or another parameter of the sound messages.

Preferably, the editing of sound messages comprises adapting the group of sound messages to the audiogram of the hearing aid user. The editing could further include removing unwanted frequencies, such as frequencies which the hearing aid user cannot hear anyway. Also, sounds in frequency ranges outside the audible frequency range of the hearing aid user could be transposed to an audible frequency range, such as described in WO-A1-2007/000161. Sound messages may also be boosted, e.g. by increasing the sound level at higher frequencies. Preferably, the sound messages are boosted or filtered in accordance with the specific hearing loss of the hearing aid user. Another type of editing is word stretching or squeezing, meaning that the words
in a sound message are made either longer resulting in a more slow speech, or, the words are made shorter resulting in a faster speech. The purpose of this may be to improve clarity of the sound message or to save memory space.

Furthermore, the group of sound messages can be supplied with comments or a description stored together with each message in a database. This may be helpful if several groups of sound messages have been recorded and stored on a computer.

The editing may be performed on individual sound messages or on a group of sound messages e.g. comprising all relevant sound messages for the hearing aid user. However, for sound level normalization a group of sound messages must be edited together as a group in order to adjust the volume to a normalized level for all sound files. Filtering may also be performed on such a block of sound files in order to achieve the same sound quality level, e.g. the same SNR, or the same frequency cutoff. When changes are made in such a block of speech messages, a copy of the old version without changes can be saved on a computer, in order to keep the possibility of going back to a previous version of sound messages. For this purpose each stored block of sound messages could be provided with a version number or a title.

The editing of the sound files is preferably performed in the non-compressed file format, e.g. in a wav format. In some situations the compression may be made more efficient if performed after editing, especially after an editing process that has removed information from the sound message.

The sound files or the edited sound files are then ready for being encoded (see figure 2) into a format suitable for storage in a hearing aid. The file format for storing in the hearing aid will often be a compressed format, and a so called lossy audio compression will often be used in order to reduce the size as much as possible for saving storage capacity in the hearing aid. Lossy audio compression means that information will be lost which cannot be regained by a
decompression. This lost information could e.g. be non audible frequencies, masked sound or insignificant details in the sound.

Often the sound files are encoded by an audio data compression algorithm according to an ITU-T standard, e.g. G.711, G.722, G.726, G.728 or G.729, or another related algorithm which is optimized for compression of voice audio. The size of a message obtained by such compression is suitable for storing in a hearing aid.

The encoded sound files are placed in a memory, here referred to as message database 15, 16. This database may either be placed with the software system for fitting the hearing aid or it may be placed in the hearing aid user's computer. The message database can be transferred from either placement to the hearing aid through the standard means of data transfer, either wired or wireless.

The saved sound messages may be sent to the hearing aid fitter, preferably the one who has fitted the hearing aid for the user. The fitter may control that the sound messages have been sufficiently adapted to the audiogram of the hearing aid user, e.g. the sound level is appropriate, or that different sound messages will be sufficiently easy to distinguish in background noise. The fitter may control that these requirements are met in the respective program settings, as available to the user. The fitter may have the opportunity of further editing the sound messages.

In the embodiment illustrated in figure 1 the encoded message is transferred to either a database 15 of sound messages in the hearing aid user's personal computer or to the computer system 16 or software of the hearing aid fitter. The selected alternative of these two possibilities may be decided on beforehand when setting up the system for recording and playing sound messages.

Typically, the decision could be taken by the fitter in consultation with the hearing aid user in connection with the fitting of the hearing aid. The hearing aid user may also have the choice of selecting between the two options.
When an encoded message is sent to the computer of the hearing aid fitter and possibly included in and handled by the fitting software, this transmission may be performed via the internet. One advantage of sending the sound message file(s) to the hearing aid fitter is that the fitter can check the quality of the files and the loudness in relation to the needs caused by the hearing loss of the hearing aid user. The fitter may then have the option of adjusting the files and then to transfer the files to the database of sound messages in the hearing aid. The fitter may also apply the internet, e.g. an internet server, to send the checked or adjusted sound messages to the hearing aid user.

When the sound messages have been checked and maybe adjusted at the hearing aid fitter, they may be transferred back to the computer, or the remote control, of the hearing aid user, where they can be included in a sound message database. The hearing aid user can then transfer them to the hearing aid from this database, or the hearing aid user may select a part of the sound messages to transfer to the hearing aid.

Another setup illustrated in figure 2 could be that the hearing aid user stores the encoded sound message in a database on his/hers own computer and transfers the database, or part of it, to the hearing aid when convenient.

Often the three steps of storing, editing and encoding the sound message are performed by the same software. This software could preferably be installed on the computer also applied for the recording of sound messages and for storing the database comprising one or more versions of sound messages. The software could be open for selecting between an automatic storing, editing and encoding, and a guided storing, editing and encoding where the hearing aid user can e.g. select settings for the editing or overrule suggestions from the software.
Another possibility for editing or processing sound messages could be to improve the speech intelligibility of sound messages in the case of speech sound messages. This could be done by application of an algorithm optimizing the speech intelligibility in a particular sound environment. Such an algorithm for a noisy sound environment is described in WO-A1-2004008801. Means for obtaining a sound environment estimate and for determining a speech intelligibility estimate may be incorporated in e.g. the computer or other unit where the sound messages are processed or in the hearing aid processor.

Figure 3 shows an embodiment of a system also shown in figure 1, with a specific division of the different parts of the system between a computer 4 and the hearing aid 25.

In an embodiment of the invention all parts of the system for recording and playing sound messages are built into the hearing aid. In this situation a standard microphone or another input such as wireless transmission, can be applied for the recording of a sound message. The storing could take place in a memory of the hearing aid while the editing and encoding could be performed in the hearing aid processor.

As illustrated in figure 4 the hearing aid remote control 21 could also be part of the system by being provided with one or more of the components of the system. Figure 4 shows the situation where the remote control is provided with the microphone and the software for storing, editing and encoding. The hearing aid 25 is then provided with the receiver 6, which may also be applied for testing the sound messages during the different steps. The hearing aid also comprises the storage or database 20 for sound messages, transferred 22 to the hearing aid, as well as the means 19 for triggering the playing of a stored sound message. In this example the remote control could also be provided with means 2 for obtaining sound messages from any sound file, e.g. transferred to the remote control from a computer.
Figure 5 shows an embodiment where the adaptation of sound messages 24 to the audiogram of the hearing aid user is performed in the hearing aid when playing the sound messages. This adaptation is made with the hearing loss correction 23. The necessary information for performing this adaptation is already stored in the hearing aid and is applied in the processing of sound. The advantage of performing the adaptation directly when playing the sound message is that any changes in the hearing loss curve of the hearing aid user will not necessitate changes in the sound messages already stored in the hearing aid.
Claims

1. A system for recording and playing sound messages to be applied for the indication of a status in a hearing aid, said system comprising

- a hearing aid which has been fitted according to the hearing loss of an individual hearing aid user, said hearing aid comprising means for providing the hearing aid user with sound messages as an indication on a status of the hearing aid, said hearing aid further comprising a database of sound messages adapted for storage of specific sound messages suitable for indicating said status,

- recording means adapted for being operated by the hearing aid user to record and save sound messages at his/hers own choice,

- editing means for editing a group of sound messages with respect to sound level normalization between individual sound messages,

- formatting means adapted for formatting said sound messages into a format suitable for storing and playing in the hearing aid, and

- playing means for loading and playing the sound messages on request.

2. A system according to claim 1, wherein the recording means are external to the hearing aid.

3. A system according to claim 1, wherein the recording means are arranged in the hearing aid.

4. A system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein said editing means are adapted for removing part of the start and end of each sound message when the detected sound level is below a predetermined threshold.
5. A system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein said editing means are adapted for editing each of the sound messages according to the specific hearing loss of the hearing aid user.

6. A system according to any one of the claims 1 - 4, wherein the hearing aid is arranged for adapting a sound message according to the specific hearing loss of the hearing aid user when playing the sound message.

7. A system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein said editing means are adapted for removing noise in each of the sound messages.

8. A system according to any one of the claims 3 - 7, wherein all components of the system are comprised in the hearing aid.

9. A system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein said indication on status identifies to the selection of one among a number of program settings selectable by the hearing aid user, each program setting being adapted to optimize the listening situation in a specific sound environment.

10. A method for recording and playing sound messages to be applied for the indication of a status in a hearing aid, said method being adapted for use with a hearing aid comprising means for providing the hearing aid user with sound messages as an indication on a status of the hearing aid, said hearing aid further comprising a database of sound messages with specific sound messages suitable for indicating said status; said method comprising the steps of

   - recording and saving sound messages at the hearing aid user's own choice,
   - editing a group of sound messages with respect to sound level normalization between individual sound messages,
- formatting said sound messages into a format suitable for storing and playing in the hearing aid,
- storing said formatted sound messages in said database of the hearing aid, and
- loading and playing the sound messages on request.

11. A method according to claim 10, comprising transferring the sound messages to the computer of a hearing aid fitter in order for the fitter to control and, if necessary, adjust the sound messages to the specific needs of the hearing aid user.

12. A method according to claim 11, wherein said transferring of sound messages is performed via the internet.

13. A method according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the hearing aid fitter after controlling or adjusting the sound messages loads these into the hearing aid via the internet.

14. A method according to any one of the claims 10 - 13, wherein words appearing in several sound messages are stored only once, and then the same word is retrieved as often as needed for different sound messages.
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